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---

**Japan Economic Foundation**

The Japan Economic Foundation (JEF) was established in July 1981 to deepen understanding between Japan and other countries through activities aimed at promoting economic and technological exchange. JEF commemorated its 30th anniversary in 2011.

With this goal in mind, JEF engages in a broad range of activities; it provides information about Japan and arranges venues to exchange ideas among opinion leaders from many countries in such fields as industry, government, academia and politics in order to build bridges for international communication and to break down the barriers that make mutual understanding difficult.

URL: www.jef.or.jp

---

**East Asian Bureau of Economic Research**

The East Asian Bureau of Economic Research (EABER) is a forum for high-quality economic research focusing on issues facing the economies of East Asia. EABER positions resources and institutions in the process of discussion and policy design for regional economic integration. It has made a significant contribution to mainstreaming East Asia in Australian foreign economic and political thinking about trans-regional developments, as well as developing a solid base for collaborative, co-owned research initiatives in East Asia.

URL: www.eaber.org
Public Forum - Asia’s economic challenges and policy choices
Wednesday 6 November
Molonglo Theatre, Crawford School of Public Policy

12.45pm  Registration

1.15pm  Welcome and opening

2pm  Session one: Regional trade choices
Chair: Professor Peter Drysdale, The Australian National University

Panellists:
Professor Shujiro Urata
Waseda University, Japan

Dr Andrew Elek
The Australian National University

Dr Thomas G Aquino
University of Asia and the Pacific, Philippines

Dr Biswajit Dhar
Research and Information System for Developing Countries, India

3.10pm  Coffee/tea break

3.25pm  Session two: Asia and the global trading system
Chair: Naoyuki Haraoka, Japan Economic Foundation

Panellists:
Dr Hank Lim
Singapore Institute of International Affairs, Singapore

Dr Djisman Simandjuntak
Prasetiya Mulya Business School, CSIS Foundation, Indonesia

Professor Gary Hawke
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Tadayuki Nagashima
Japan External Trade Organization, Japan

Dr Mignonne Man-Jung Chan
National Chengchi University, Taiwan
4.35pm  
**Session three: Asian growth- prospects and risks**  
Chair: Dr Shiro Armstrong, The Australian National University  

**Panellists:**  
Professor Kazumasa Kusaka  
Japan Economic Foundation  

Professor Yunling Zhang  
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China  

Anita Prakash  
Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, Indonesia  

Dr Chulsu Kim  
Institute of Trade and Investment, Korea  

5.45pm  
**Closing remarks**  
Professor Peter Drysdale  
The Australian National University

---

**Reception (hosted by ANU)**  
**Wednesday 6 November**  
6pm  Molonglo Theatre Foyer, Crawford School of Public Policy